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Introduction

Coalburn 400/132kV substation is located approximately 20km south east of Hamilton/East Kilbride
in Lanarkshire. The substation provides connection to a significant level of both embedded
generation via Linnmil GSP but also directly connected transmission connected generation. The
existing 132kV network is shown in Figure 1, at present there are three generation sites contracted
into the Douglas North/Coalburn 132kV network. There are a further two generation sites seeking
connection into the proposed Douglas North Collector substation bringing generation levels higher
than the capacity of the 132kV cable between Douglas North and Coalburn 132kV substation. In
order to accommodate these additional sites into the Douglas North substation it is proposed to
reinforce this cable section. The works proposed in this paper are covered under TORI 251 and are
scheduled for completion in 2025. Note there is additional reinforcement currently ongoing
associated with reinforcement of thermal limitations on the 132kV cable between Douglas North
and Coalburn substations. These works are covered under TORI-268 and are separate from the
works proposed in this paper.
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Background Information

The currently contracted system is shown in Figure 1 below. There are two TORIs currently in
progress to facilitate the connection of Douglas West wind farm (45MW) and Kennoxhead Extension
wind farm (60MW). Note that Middlemuir wind farm (51MW) is currently connected and
operational. The works required are under TORI 240 the establishment of the Douglas North 132kV
Collector substation and under TORI 268 the uprating of the existing 132kV circuit to remove two
thermal pinch points on the existing line. These works are scheduled to complete in April 2021 and
October 2021 respectively. With the completion of these works the rating of this cable section will
have a rating of 165MVA.

Figure 1 Currently contracted 132kV network
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Current contracted generation to the SPT network at Douglas North 132kV Collector Substation is
156MW shown in Table 1. There are an additional 2 contracted sites following the completion of
TORI-240/TORI-268 from Hagshaw Hill Phase 2 wind farm and Douglas West Ext wind farm bringing
the total required capacity on the circuits to 288MW.
Wind Farm
Capacity (MW)
Status
TOCO
OFGEM Scheme
Ref
Middlemuir Wind Farm
51
Connected
N/A
REDACTED
Douglas West Wind
45
Contracted
TOCOREDACTED
Farm
252
Kennoxhead Ext Wind
60
Contracted
TOCOREDACTED
Farm
408
Total
156
Hagshaw Hill Phase 2
54
Contracted
TOCOREDACTED
Wind Farm
441
Douglas West Ext Wind
78
Contracted
TOCOREDACTED
Farm
445
Total
288
Table 1 Douglas North 132kV Collector Substation Contracted Generation
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Optioneering

Table 2 shows an overview of the options considered. Note OHL was not considered as suitable to
meet the requested connection dates of the proposed generation sites and due to existing
underground cable circuit.
1

Option
Do nothing

Installation of 2nd 132kV cable in parallel
with existing between Douglas
North/Coalburn substation
3 Overlay existing cable route with higher
rating cable
Table 2 Proposed Options
2

Status
Rejected

Reason for rejection
Does not comply with
our legal and license
obligations

Proposed
Proposed

Option 1 is not a viable alternative, because the circuit must be uprated in order to accommodate
the amount of generation that will be connected to the network.
For Option 2, it is proposed to install a 2nd 132kV underground cable circuit, currently proposed to
be 800mm2 Al XLPE cable (pending detailed design work and co-ordination with existing schemes) in
parallel and banked into the same 132kV circuit breaker at Coalburn & Douglas North Collector
132kV substations. It is proposed that this would match the existing cable capacity providing a total
132kV system capacity of 330MVA. A schematic of the proposed reinforcement is given in Figure 2.
The cost of this proposed solution is £4.262m.
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Figure 2 Option 2 proposed schematic
For Option 3, the proposed solution would be the replacement of the existing 132kV cable with
2000mm2 Cu XLPE cable. This cable would provide a circuit capacity of 310MVA. With a contracted
position of 288MW (~303MVA at 0.95 p.f.) this would provide enough capacity for all contracted
generation at the substation.
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Detailed Analysis

Option 3 as proposed would simplify the ongoing works however there are several disadvantages
when compared against Option 2. Although the individual 132kV circuit cable rating would be higher
the installation of only the one 2000mm2 Cu XLPE cable would result in a lower overall capacity, this
would in turn impact the proposed solutions capability to accommodate for any additional
generation that might develop as a result of the Net Zero 2045 carbon targets. Option 3 would also
place significant outages on the existing Middlemuir wind farm and order and delivery of the new
cable would not be feasible in line with the 2021 connection dates currently contracted for Douglas
West and Kennoxhead Extension wind farms.
Therefore in order to facilitate the connection of generation at Douglas North 132kV Collector
Substation Option 2 is presented as the preferred solution. It is proposed to complete the work by
2024 following the completion of TORI-240/268, in line with the current and proposed connection
dates of the future generation sites.
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Conclusion

Option 2 has been chosen for its economic advantage over Option 3. It is therefore proposed to
install in parallel with the existing 132kV cable between Douglas North Collector and Coalburn 132kV
substation an additional 132kV cable. This provides a thermal rating of 330MVA on the circuit which
can accommodate both the existing generation with capacity to accommodate any additional
generation that may connect as part of the 2045 Net Zero carbon targets.
Project Summary:
 Forecast Costs – £4.262m
o SPT funded – £4.262m
 Timing of Investment – 2020/2025
 Outputs:
o Addition – 5km (Approx.) x 800mm2 Al XLPE Underground Cable
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Future Pathways – Net Zero

Primary Economic Driver
The primary driver for investment for the proposed works is the provision of connection to the
generation sites.
Payback Periods
A CBA has not been undertaken for the proposed scheme installation, an assessment has been made
based on the capital cost of the different options.
Pathways and End Points
The proposed solution has suitable capacity to accommodate the currently proposed wind farms at
present. Should further generation connect that is currently marked as uncertainty schemes there is
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approximately 50MVA of additional thermal capacity on the 132kV cable to accommodate future
generation connections.
Asset Stranding Risks
The main risk that may arise is further growth in renewable generation which therefore requires a
further cable or makes an existing cable redundant. The proposed solution adds additional capacity
by the natureof the conductor size without incurring costs that are not supported by other
applications. Should the generation landscape change, the proposed works will be revised and the
scope amended as appropriate.
Sensitivity to Carbon Prices
The main sensitivity is likely to be as a result of further generation which could emerge and require
further upgrades.
Future Asset Utilisation
The utilisation of the proposed assets could be increased via the connection of additional generation
to the 132kV network.
Whole Systems Benefits
There is no Distribution infrastructure connected at the associated substations as such there is
minimal Whole System interaction for the proposed works.
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